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MIXED RACE IDENTITIES

**Developing Common Language:**

"16 Things You Should Never Say To Mixed Race People"  (0:53)  
*BuzzFeed Yellow*

"The Struggle Of Being Mixed Race"  (2:46)  
*BuzzFeed Yellow*

"Multiracial vs Biracial - What's the difference?"  
*The Difference-Between*

**Quick Reads to Get You Started:**

"I'm Latino. I'm Hispanic. And They're Different, So I Drew A Comic To Explain"  
Author: Terry Blas  (*Vox.com* )

"CYJO Illustrates The Evolution Of Ethnicity For Mixed Blood Family Portraits"  
Author: Nina Azzarello  (*design boom* )

"Multiracial In America: Ch. 3 The Multiracial Identity Gap"  
*Pew Research Center*

"Owning My Mixed-Race Identity: Why I Don't Have To Choose Sides"  
Author: Eternity E. Martis  (*Salon* )

"Leslie Barlow's Mixed-race Identity Inspires Her To Paint Underrepresented People"  
Author: Leslie Barlow  (*City Pages* )

"As A Biracial Woman, It's Powerful To See "The Mindy Project" Explore Identity"  
Author: Mia Nakaji Monnier  (*Bitch Media* )

"Neither One Nor The Other: Why I Love Being Mixed-Race"  
Author: Mia Nakaji Monnier  (*Role Reboot* )

"50 Experiences Of Racially Mixed People"  
Author: Maria P. P. Root

"Mixed and Matched: Confessions of a Multiracial Kid"  
Author: Quinn  (*Medium* )
Educational Videos to Stimulate Your Mind:
- "The Myth Of Race, Debunked In 3 Minutes" (3:07) Vox
- "#RaceAnd: Kay Ulanday Barrett" (3:42) Race Forward
- "What It's Like To Be Ambiguously Ethnic" BuzzFeed Yellow

Organizations to Support:
- Neither/Both LLC
- Project Race
- SWIRL

Educational Downloadables to Decorate Your Space:
- "How to Combat Unconscious Bias as an Individual" PDF from Catalyst
- Mixed Race Statistics
- "Multiracial In America" Collection of graphs from Pew Research Center

Awesome Sources to Stay Engaged in the Topic:
- National Association Of Mixed Student Organizations
- Mixed American Life

Tips for Allies:
- "4 Ways Parents Can Support Their Mixed Race Children" Author: Jennifer Loubriel (Everyday Feminism)
- "Why Racial Justice Work Needs to Address Settler Colonialism and Native Rights" Author: Rachel Kuo (Everyday Feminism)

Tools for Allies:
- "No, We Won’t Calm Down - Tone Policing Is Just Another Way to Protect Privilege" Author: Robot Hugs (Everyday Feminism)
- "'What Are You?' A Multiracial KC Stories Project" iBook Editors: Matthew Jeffries, Michelle Dimmett, & Christina Wan (NASPA Multiracial Knowledge Community)